Abstract. The present article is an attempt to examine the meaning of time and history in Polish steampunk and science fiction, where time-related concepts constitute the foundations of the genres. As it locates steampunk in a precise period of the 19th century, history determines its definition, regardless of the nationality of the author.
Introduction
The flow of time, history and the prediction of the future constitute an important part of the narratives and world-building in fantasy, science-fiction and kindred genres. Concepts related to history are employed even by the representatives of fantasy and science fantasy, in which the question of time is not necessarily raised. Fantasy is typically set in an imaginary version of the Middle Ages.
In other words, history serves as a source of inspiration for a construction of fantasy universes, such as the Continent from the stories about The Witcher (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) by Andrzej Sapkowski. In science fantasy, the scientific part may refer to a time machine which transports the characters to a magical land, as happens, for example, in Witch World (1963) by Andre Norton. Nevertheless, it is steam-punk and science fiction which explore the notions of time and history in depth. Steampunk draws from history, or from 19th century history to be more precise, to tackle the topics of change and revolution, whereas science fiction is a means of interrogating progress and technological development, including time travel and its ensuing paradoxes. In the Polish variations of the said genres, clear examples of their close connections with history and time are provided by Krzysztof Piskorski in Czterdzieści i cztery (2016) and by Andrzej Pilipiuk in Operacja Dzień Wskrzeszenia (2006) . However, before embarking on the analysis of these particular relations in the above-mentioned novels, it is crucial to ponder upon the role of history and time within steampunk and science fiction in greater detail. Consequently, the examination of each text will be preceded by a short review of theory.
History in Steampunk
History is rooted in the very nature of steampunk literature. Definitions, even if dissonant, usually point to the given historical period which constitutes both the subject and the backdrop of the genre. The Victorian era, with its process of industrialization and social unrest, fuels steampunk and allows the literature to explore universal truths. K.W. Jeter, perceived as the originator of the name of the genre, called what later became steampunk Victorian fantasies (Mielke, LaHaie 2015: 243), which actually illustrates well the clash between the historical context of the genre and its imaginary side. The purpose of steampunk is to "explore the past, mainly the 19th century, by describing and researching the consequences of the alternative and hyperbolized process of industrial revolution 1 " (Lemann 2015: 133) . Not only does steampunk refer to history, but it also reinvents it to pinpoint aspects that reflect the maladies of the present. The representatives of the genre need to be able to delve into history in order to manipulate it and to reshape meanings in ways that illuminate 21st century issues and dangers.
The phase of acquiring the necessary knowledge of the given period should be followed by the stage of picking and emphasising the elements which could easily undergo this transformation process. The re-shaping of the selected aspects of 19th century history becomes an intrusion of the imagination and an interpretation of the influence history exercises on the subsequent periods. In effect, steampunk authors combine "...what is known and what is strange" (Mielke, LaHaie 2015: 244) to see the past in the new light and draw fresh conclusions about the potential direction in which the present is moving. The adoption of a new perspective is possible thanks to the rebellious character of steampunk literature. The approach becomes visible in another definitional attempt to explain what the genre represents, which would be "past technologies (steam) […] that govern alternative settings […] in order to critique and/or rebel (punk) against social, political, and cultural ideologies of the past, the present, and the future" (Mielke, LaHaie 2015: 244) . On the one hand, industrial development, by deeply impacting upon society, plays a crucial role in the steam-punk take on history, but these are all revolutionary turns and breakthroughs which allow for a contemporary commentary. On the other hand, the combination of history and attractive fantasy alternatives provides the reader with entertainment and may induce them to explore real history in order to be able to distinguish between a crafty illusion and facts. Yet, the critique makes the reader ponder upon the network of interconnections between the role of an individual and the collective, and on how particular decisions give rise to a certain course of history. Therefore, the reader is given an opportunity to deliberate further on the impact of the past upon the present.
By adopting the perspective based on a general historical reflection, it is possible to understand steampunk outside of the Victorian period. As a genre which transforms and embraces elements of diverse origin, it may be easily re-shaped to espouse the local context or at least a different one in comparison to the traditional take on the Victiorian era. Hence, authors use the poetics of stempunk and the 19th century setting, as well as the genre being prone to expressing rebellion against the social and political order to comment on the important events within their own culture. Polish steampunk has developed in a way which constitutes a realization of the said model, namely by referring to Polish history, parallel to the circumstances of the Victorian period. Natalia Lemann (2015: 136) points out that the Polish version of steampunk could be seen as an attempt to adapt what is global to the local context, or to Polish history and social conditions. Lemann (2015: 136, 139) underlines the fact that the perspective changes as well: while the British occupy the position of a colonizer, the Polish face the fate of the colonized. It is so because Polish steampunk is centered upon the period of partitions, when the country was divided between and occupied by Austria, Prussia and Germany. Therefore, Polish authors explore the revolutionary character of steampunk literature and frequently focus on the 19th century national insurgences and Poland's fight for independence. Clearly, the historical core of steampunk becomes more political, and even the construction of surprising machines and inventions is determined by political choices. Moreover, Polish steampunk confronts different ideologies and approaches towards the invaders. As a result, the genre becomes, at least partially, a historical reflection on the juxtaposition of revolution and dialogue (Lemann 2015: 145) . The above-mentioned aspects of Polish steampunk are visible in the most popular oeuvres by Krzysztof Piskorski and Andrzej W. Sawicki.
Apart from adapting the genre's tropes to a local context, the writers move steampunk literature aesthetics to a different culture as they wish to avoid its stagnation. The steampunk traits are often introduced into a story representing another related genre, for example fantasy, and, furthermore, embedded in a culture which constitutes a variation of an existing non-English and non-Victorian culture, or which has been entirely invented by the author. Jay Kristoff's Stormdancer (2012) delivers a good illustration of the former by incorporating steampunk tropes in an alternative fantasy Japan-like realm, whereas China Miéville's Perdido Street Station (2000) combines steampunk elements with a setting of an imaginary city, which could be associated with urban fantasy. In his creation, a reference to steampunk, as well as to other aesthetics, may also offer "a way of foregrounding possibilities for radical change" (Ganapathiraju 2012: 3) , where such possibilities emphasize the potential of steampunk as a genre. Unfortunately, depriving steampunk of the histori-cal focus limits its impact and reduces it to a form of diversification aimed at making the narrative more attractive to the reader, even if it proves the genre's susceptibility to hybridization, which means that steampunk elements can be easily inserted into the framework of other similar genres.
In the context of Polish steampunk, the importance of history is visible, for example in the work of Krzysztof Piskorski, the pioneer of the Polish steampunk variation. His books also prove that in the Polish texts the fight for independence remains a pivotal concept. In other words, Piskorski combines alternative European history with the real Polish endeavours of regaining independence and with the fantasy / SF concept of parallel realities, which manifests itself through the discovery of the New Europe, accessible via portals created with the use of ether technology. Moreover, the number of parallel realities is multiplied to infinity, where each can be accessed through the ether gates set in slightly different positions.
Alternative Histories in
The multitude of alternative settings justifies all possible transformations of history as the reader knows it. Piskorski exploits history and reconfigures it to achieve a given goal, but remains respectful in reference to the actual turn of events in the real history of Poland and Europe. The approach towards the concept of the co-existence of universes within the world of the novel leads to a self-aware, self-mocking ending. Condemned to a solitary existence away from the troubles of the country she used to know and fight for, the protagonist hides in the only timeline where she can avoid meeting Konrad Załuski. An enthusiastic young journalist pays her a visit to write an article about her remarkable story. Eliza shows him a book she was offered by the representatives of an insectoid nation, a gift which has ultimately saved her life. The insect-like people, thanks to her help in obtaining the ether technology, progressed greatly in an alternative timeline, devised a method of traveling in time and, consequently, came from the future in order to warn their friend.
The book recounts all of Eliza's adventures and experiences, including the conversation with the journalist. By describing the image from the cover, the author suggests that the said book is in fact Piskorski's Czterdzieści i cztery, which implies the existence of separate multiple timelines, including one for the author and one for the reader, and lends credence to the realities of the events presented in the novel. Piskorski's heroine comments on the origins of the book by saying it comes from a different, less civilized Europe with different time and history, hence the poor quality of paper and terrible language 2 (Piskorski 2016: 533) . Furthermore, she stresses the problem of the unequal development of the parallel histories, thus delivering both a justification for the interactions between the timelines and an indication of how the multiverse functions. Furthermore, Piskorski (2016: 134) pinpoints the character of the chapter and the part of the story by introducing into the text a translated citation from the sonnet.
However, steampunk authors do not limit their creation only to references, such as a well-known poem. The common tendency is to include a historical figure as an active character. As a result, in
Czterdzieści i cztery, Eliza decrypts not only the title of Shelley's sonnet, but also meets one of the other representatives of the movement in person, namely George Gordon, Lord Byron. In Piskorski's version (2016: 134), Byron, as a wheelchair-bound invalid, occupies the position of a leader of a secret association operating against the ether technology, which allegedly causes terrible mutations. Eliza, an amateur poet herself, is both thrilled to meet a living legend and overwhelmed by the discovery of the association (Piskorski 2016: 133 Zeitgeist" 4 (Piskorski 2016: 374) . Thus, the author alludes to Słowacki's real work and philosophy. (Piskorski 2016: 499) .
Time in Science-fiction
As steampunk merges often with other genres, it can also be coupled with science fiction. Upon a short inspection, it is possible to conclude that the initial strategies were simple, for example, the excursion in time could be induced with the use of drugs. Nevertheless, the most common system of time travel in science fiction is a time machine, whose name and rules of functioning vary depending on the author's decision or imagination, and the actual technologies available at the time. The close description of such processes is, however, mostly tackled by the authors of hard science fiction, which gives space for detailed scientific explanations, taken for granted in texts focused on the futuristic story rather than on the intricacies of technological speculations.
Before pondering the nature of time travel and its possible ramifications, Sara Bernstein (2015: 158) provides a simple definition of her study subject by claiming that "time travel occurs when an object or a person is relocated in time through means other than continuing to exist," which clearly alludes to the science fictional exploitation of time machines and other transportation methods.
What would not be normally accessible to them, be it in the past or in the distant future. Whichever it is, time travel remains one of the core concepts of science fiction because it opens a path towards possibilities. The genre centers upon the possibilities presenting themselves at the present moment or in the future. Moreover, it concentrates on the repercussions of progress, mainly technological and scientific, but also social and emotional, whether the (d)evolution is observed starting back in the past or now. Time is needed in order to be able to examine the consequences of progress or regress and, hence, it constitutes both subject matter and the analytical tool of science fiction.
While discussing the nature of science fiction, researchers and academics tend to deliberate not only upon the concept of time travel, but also on the related paradoxes. David Lewis (1976: 145) , while analysing the question of time travel from the philosophical point of view, observes that science fiction authors are frequently more interested in the effect of time travel than in the logic of a valid explanation of the process. The philosopher is, on the other hand, invested in examining the contradictions which emerge from the attempts to understand the concept of time travel. Therefore, Lewis (1976: 145) responds to the question of the meaning of time travel with the following words:
Inevitably, it involves a discrepancy between time and time. Any traveler departs and then arrives at his destination [...] . But if he is a time traveler, the separation in time between departure and arrival does not equal the duration of his journey [...] . How can it be that the same two events, his departure and his arrival, are separated by two unequal amounts of time?
Apparently, an attempt to understand the process of time travel and its use within the framework of science fiction leads to the analysis of various paradoxes contradicting the logic of the concept. The problem of the lapse of time between the departure and arrival of the traveller, which could be explained thanks to the theory of spatiotemporal dimensions, is only one of several timerelated science fictional paradoxes. Lewis (1976: 148) delves into the grandfather paradox, connected with the question of changing the past, often the premise for many science fiction texts.
On the one hand, the past has already happened, hence, it is impossible to manipulate it. But, on the other hand, a time traveller should be easily capable of doing anything that the other people met at the moment which the traveller has reached are capable of. Nonetheless, if he or she does something as radical as killing their grandfather, they may even cease to exist, if the grandfather
has not yet fathered their parent. But if they no longer exist, they cannot travel in time and kill the grandfather in the first place.
A similar problem presents itself with the retro-suicide paradox, where the traveller can and at the same moment cannot kill their younger version because it would contradict the very possibility of time travel (Vranas 2009: 521-522) . Clearly, playing with time is an ambitious task, which determines science fiction as a genre. The paradoxes are inscribed in the time manipulations and have become the subject of a science fiction story a number of times. Polish SF authors also tackle the question of time travel and the related repercussions, both in 'pure' science fiction and in hybrids. Naturally, the most acclaimed Polish SF writer, who explored the notion of time in his work, for example in Return from the Stars (1961), is Stanisław Lem. However, another example may be provided by Andrzej Pilipiuk, an author known for fantasy, science fiction and adventure stories.
Time Travel in Operacja Dzień Wskrzeszenia
Krzysztof Piskorski enriches steampunk aesthetics with borrowings from other genres, whereas Andrzej Pilipiuk subordinates the adventure and thriller genres to the conventions of science fiction. His 2006 novel Operacja Dzień Wskrzeszenia is an SF story which does not explore futuristic states and societies, but examines the past and its influence on later developments and progress.
Despite the fact that the narrative sends the main characters into the past, and the major part of the narrative takes place in previous centuries, the author never allows his readers to forget about the science fictional provenance of the story, especially in reference to time travel, which made it possible for the characters to visit the past. The point of departure of the novel is a future very close to the year of its publication, namely 2012. Due to unfortunate decisions of the Polish president, Paweł
Citko, terrorists take possession of secret nuclear missiles, of which no other European country is aware. Thus, World War III breaks out and, as the reader learns indirectly from the following chapters, provokes the annihilation of the majority of the population. In 2014, a group of young people are chosen to participate in a dangerous mission aimed at changing the tragic past of mankind and saving the world from the destruction of nuclear war. In order to succeed, they are to use the advanced technology of time travel. Therefore, they travel back to the end of the 19th century to find the president's ancestor and to inject him with a modified mumps virus, which causes sterility.
However, the time travel technology being unstable, it may lead to changes in the plan, for example due to the mistakes in the calculations regarding the exact time and place of the destination. As a result, one of the team's members is caught and interrogated, but the rescue requires one more jump in time, which takes the protagonists to the 17th century, thus leaving one colleague behind.
Pilipiuk combines contemporary references with science fictional descriptions of time travel technology and the related risks, as well as with the portrayal of different historical periods. The first part of the novel is focused upon the explanation of the specification of the mission. The students who have been chosen to accomplish the mission infer from the surroundings in the base where they are to complete their training that their employers have developed a time machine:
"'So they have a time machine here,' the student mused. 'We prefer to call it a spatiotemporal communicator,' a commanding, however melodious, voice filled the room" 5 (Pilipiuk 2006: 29) . With reference to the observations of Katarzyna Gadomska (2002: 24) , time machines are provided with different names, yet the devices always work upon the movement on the timeline. In Pilipiuk's narrative, the concept of time travel and its paradoxes are closely examined.
The first paradox emerges at the beginning of the protagonists' visit to the training base, when they notice brass plates honouring those who have sacrificed their lives in the service of the mission. The names are followed by their date of birth in the 20th century and the date of death, often located much earlier in time: "Dr Michaił Kolcow 1976 -1901 , Dr Jan Przeździecki 1980 -1901 .." (Pilipiuk 2006: 27) . This is a good illustration of the paradoxes indicated by David Lewis, as quoted earlier in the text, when he muses upon so-called personal time, or the time flow for a given person, i.e. the time traveller, and external time, meaning the general timeline of history (Lewis 1976: 146) . On the one hand, because of the excursion in time effected by the deceased heroes, their personal time, or the time they actually lived, equals the period between their birth and the date of their departure in the time machine with the addition of the time they had spent in the past until the day they died. On the other hand, the external time should be perceived in this particular case as disturbed, because the date of death preceding the date of birth contradicts the rules of logic.
For the safety of the participants in the project, the instructors caution them about the dangers of the time travel process. In order to increase the chance of succeeding with the task, the protagonists also learn about the details of the procedure itself (Pilipiuk 2006: 52, 55) . For instance, the instructor explains that during the jump in time 'a blister' of matter is isolated from the surrounding world and the traveller needs to fit inside of it for them to be transported to their destination point.
Any additional matter elements that have not been embraced by the blister would be obliterated.
The blister has been adjusted to match the normal direction of the time flow, which is crucial for the traveller's natural processes. If the flow of time was not in harmony with the human organism, the traveller's body would not be able to survive the journey. This is exactly what happens to certain materials, like metals, which are destroyed in the process and, hence, are included on the list of items that cannot be equipped during time travel.
be relocated in time (Pilipiuk 2006: 51) . Because of the consumed energy only seventy-five kilograms are allowed for transportation into the past and only seventy on the way back to the present moment. Any excess disintegrates or is disfigured to the extent of not being recognizable anymore. The rule is strictly connected with the explanation of the time travel process based on the analogy of a rubber band, where the rubber band stretched above the surface of the table symbolizes the present, and the table itself designates the past (Pilipiuk 2006: 65) . To reach the past and to be able to return, the rubber band has to be weighed down. This is possible thanks to the use of a metal ball, which symbolizes the blister created by the time machine. The blister touches the table, or the past, which it refers to, yet it needs plenty of energy to make the return possible. The rules introduced to the story by Pilipiuk give order to the chaotic concept of time travel and help organize the narrative. Thanks to them, both readers and characters know what to expect from the experiment.
Having understood the process and risks that must be taken, the protagonists learn about the paradoxes. They discuss the grandfather paradox, the principle of non-interference, and the butterfly effect (Pilipiuk 2006: 80-83) . The author provides an explanation of the grandfather paradox because in the novel it becomes a tool of completing the mission. The task is based on the assumption that the past can be changed and, therefore, the participants of the project are able to sterilize the president's ancestor, thus preventing the president from being born. Nicholas Smith the principle of non-interference. Hence, the protagonists must not rescue anyone in danger or interact with too many people, since even an apparently insignificant encounter may lead to a great change in history, which would influence the present moment and the future deeply. The so-called butterfly effect describes such a situation well. The analogy presents the assumption that if a butterfly flaps its wings, the gradual accumulation of wind disturbance will, in time, create a storm on the other hemisphere. If the participants of the project did not limit their interference to the past world, the negative effect would exceed the positive effect of their mission.
When the author finally sends the protagonists back in time, he never abandons the science fictional setup. History, along with the description of 19th and 17th century reality, becomes an element of the science fiction genre. In Piskorki's steampunk the setting, the background and a particular character impact upon the actions of the heroine. In Pilipiuk's SF thriller story, history constitutes a part of the time travel process. Distant and difficult to understand, the past is a stage which the protagonists need to reach in order to be able to influence the future and accomplish their goals. Nonetheless, even if history serves a slightly different purpose in science fiction than in steampunk, as shown in previous examples, the author describes historical realities diligently, for example in a scene when the characters reach the 17th century and observe the state of development of Warsaw (Pilipiuk 2006: 330-331) .
Conclusions
The described examples and theory clearly prove that both history and time define steampunk and science fiction. Consequently, the importance of time-related concepts allow the representatives of these particular genres to borrow tropes from both in order to examine the question of time flow or history in the development of nations in numerous different aspects. 19th century history, i.e.
the very subject matter of steampunk, provides the authors, such as Krzysztof Piskorski, with tools which help them in investigating the notions of historical change and revolution, especially visible in the Polish, insurgence-focused version of steampunk. Surprisingly, the approach towards time and history in science fiction is both similar and different to the one found in steampunk. As the example of Andrzej Pilipiuk's work shows, it is similar because the author is interested in the continuity of history and its impact on the later periods of time. The difference consists in manipulating time, for instance in time travel, in order to manipulate actively the influence the past has on the present and the future.
